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Abstract: Under the influence of a changing international media landscape, politicalprogramming on public service television has changed considerably since the beginningof the 1990s. Political television debates and interviews increasingly take place withinhybrid program formats, in which traditional stylistic boundaries are challenged. Thisarticle focuses on the Belgian example and analyses how two Belgian public servicebroadcasters, the Dutchspeaking Vlaamse Radioen Televisieomroep (VRT) and theFrenchspeaking RadioTélévision Belge de la Communauté française (RTBF),covered the 2009 European and regional election campaign in terms of presentation andformat strategies. Using a qualitative format analysis, the article identifies a number ofsimilarities and differences at the levels of (1) program formats, (2) representation of thepublic and (3) the role of television journalists. Whilst both public service broadcastersproduced their 2009 preelection broadcasts in modern formats, the VRT electionprograms were more strongly formatted in terms of alternation, fragmentation and useof preproduced materials than the RTBF programs which were predominantly based onrather traditional debate formats.
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In Europe, the forms and styles of political television talk have changed substantially sincethe beginning of the 1990s. Processes of deregulation, privatisation and commercialisationhave given rise to stringent program formats, contents and journalistic styles to attract newand broader audiences (e.g. Humphreys, 1996; Karvonen, 2009; Talbot, 2007; Tolson, 2006).Public service broadcasters have increasingly felt the need to take viewing figures andpolitical and economic imperatives into account in their programming policies. The changesin the environment not only made way for entirely new popular television genres, the moreclassic genres such as news and political television programs have also changed considerably. This reorientation provoked important societal and academic discussions on the roleand legitimacy of contemporary public service broadcasting and political television journalism (e.g. Collins, 1998; Dahlgren, 1995; Franklin, 1997; Harrison and Wessels, 2009;Humphreys, 1996).
European public service broadcasters’ responses to this changed context differed andresulted in a variety of new programming strategies (Collins, 1998; Humphreys, 1996). Inthis respect, Belgium is an interesting case, because its two national public service broadcasters, the Dutchspeaking Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroep (Flemish Radio and Television broadcaster, VRT) and the Frenchspeaking RadioTélévision Belge de la Communautéfrançaise (Belgian RadioTelevision of the French Community, RTBF) responded differentlyto the challenges they faced. While the Frenchspeaking RTBF has largely adhered to traditional public broadcaster values, the Dutchspeaking VRT has adopted a more marketoriented, competitive media logic (d’Haenens et al., 2009; Van den Bulck and Sinardet, 2007).In this article, we look at whether and how these different answers to a changing media environment are reflected in the broadcasters’ approach to political television programming.More specifically, we analyse VRT’s and RTBF’s coverage of the 2009 European and regional elections1. Electoral broadcasts occupied a large share in the programming schedules ofboth public service broadcasters, but were met with remarkably different perceptions ofFlemish and Frenchspeaking social actors. While in Flanders, members of the audience aswell as journalists and other opinion makers publically aired several worries about the public television’s election programs on the programs’ websites and in newspapers – criticisingthe tight formatting, lack of indepth elaboration, overactive role of the journalists and celebration of form at the expense of content – such critical voices were heard less often in Belgium’s French Community.
In this article, we focus on whether these different perceptions reflect different approaches on the part of VRT and RTBF by analysing how the broadcasters structured,presented and performed the 2009 preelection broadcasts. Special attention is given to similarities and differences in journalists’ roles in the program formats and in the programs’presentational style, studio setting and involvement of the public. We will start by providing a brief sketch of the contextual specificities underlying the two Belgian public servicebroadcasters’ positions and will then discuss the evolutions in the genre of political television programming and the peculiarities of political television talk. The qualitative formatanalysis probes the most important results regarding the broadcasters’ election programs,especially in terms of (1) program formats; (2) representation of the public; and (3) journalists’ roles. The article concludes by relating these three levels to each other and by reflectingon their implications for the legitimacy of public service broadcasting and contemporaryjournalism.

THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF EUROPEAN PUBLIC SERVICE BROADCASTING
It is generally acknowledged that in the 1990s a serious change in the television landscape occurred in most Western European countries (see Blumler, 1991; Collins, 1998;
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Humphreys, 1996; Tracey, 1998). Previously, national public service broadcasters were theonly players in this landscape and enjoyed a monopoly position. However, as processes ofderegulation, liberalisation and commercialisation opened the way for other, commercialtelevision stations, public service broadcasters were forced to reevaluate and reinvent theirprogramming strategies, management structures, traditions and missions (Blumler, 1992).For the first time, public service broadcasters needed to demonstrate an ability to attract andattain broad and diversified audiences. The increased competition in the European broadcasting landscape, and the emphasis on attracting audiences that accompanied it, forcedpublic service broadcasters to try to find a balance between traditional public service valuesand marketoriented considerations in order to maintain their positions as major players inthe television market. Following the advent of commercial broadcasters, European publicservice broadcasters reacted differently to these fundamental challenges: they took up different positions on the socalled purificationpopularisation continuum (Bardoel andd’Haenens, 2008), and took different positions on the continuum between responsible andresponsive programming, striking different balances in their programming strategiesbetween what the public needs to know and what the public wants to know (Brants, 2003).
This diversity in the European public service broadcasting landscape is manifestlyreflected in Belgium, where the two public service broadcasters responded in different waysto the arrival of commercial television stations. Since the 1960s, Belgium has had twoautonomous broadcasters2, each connected to one of the two major linguistically definedCommunities in Belgium3: BRT (later BRTN, and then VRT) for the Flemish Communityand RTB (later RTBF) for the French Community4. In contrast to other multilingual federalcountries, the Belgian public service broadcasters are fully independent of each other andare subject to the audiovisual media regulations and policies of the Communities theyserve, which increases possibilities for significant differences between the two (Sinardet etal., 2004).
The first Flemish commercial station VTM (Vlaamse Televisie Maatschappij, FlemishTelevision Company) was founded in 1989 and provoked a crisis of legitimacy for thestrongly politicised Flemish public broadcaster, whose audience ratings dropped drastically, making the need for a profound reformation more acute (Dhoest and Van den Bulck,2007; Saeys, 2007). In the French Community, there was a similar evolution. The foundationof the RTL group commercial station RTLTVI in 1987 preceded a precarious financial situation and period of internal crisis (Biltereyst, 1997; Lentzen and Legros, 1995; Sinardet et al.,2004). While the Belgian public service broadcasters initially clung to their traditional working methods, several years of declining audiences incited them to recognise that to survivein the ever more complex and competitive television market, they needed to revise their organisational structure, programming strategies and policies. Since 1997, VRT and RTBFhave concluded management contracts with, respectively, the Flemish Community andFrench Community governments. These contracts define the tasks of the public broadcasters and fix the level of public funding for a limited number of years (d'Haenens et al.,2009). The terms of these contracts significantly differ in that the management contracts inFlanders are far more centred on performance criteria and concrete measurable objectivesthan in Frenchspeaking Belgium (Sinardet et al., 2004, p. 7; Van den Bulck and Sinardet,2007, p. 62).
Without a doubt, this situation has contributed to VRT’s and RTBF’s apparently different institutional developments and accents. While VRT seems to adopt a more marketcentred logic and aims at reaching large and diversified audiences, RTBF has been shown totend towards focusing more on traditional public service values in its organisation, programming and policy (d’Haenens et al., 2009, p. 64; Sinardet et al., 2004; Van den Bulck and
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Sinardet, 2007). Although RTBF has also been shown to reflect on its programming andpartly modernise its formats (Desterbecq, 2005; Le Paige, 2005; Liesenborghs, 2005; Sepulchre, 2005), the broadcaster is generally seen as “less [of] an entertainment, children’s andgeneral knowledge broadcaster than is the case for VRT” (d’Haenens et al., 2009, p. 65). Vanden Bulck and Sinardet (2007, p. 74) refer to a fading of boundaries in VRT’s general programming: in contrast to RTBF, which tends to emphasise provision of information, muchof VRT’s programming consists of hybrid program formats such as infotainment and politainment.
These differences in Belgium’s public service broadcasting provide a basis for debates on the role and legitimacy of both of the broadcasters (Van den Bulck and Sinardet,2007, p. 62). Many of the criticisms met by the two broadcasters are conflicting. VRT’s evolution into a competitive public service broadcaster that focuses on audience maximisationand competition has provoked criticisms about how it distinguishes itself from the commercial broadcasters and the legitimacy of its funding from the Flemish Community. In contrast, RTBF’s more defensive and conservative public service broadcasting concept hasresulted in loss of market share to its commercial counterpart RTLTVI, which alsothreatens its legitimacy.

NEWS AND POLITICAL PROGRAMMING: A GENRE IN EVOLUTION
Since the early 1990s there has been an ongoing transformation from “paleotelevision” to “neotelevision” (Casetti and Odin, 1990), in which entertainment and superficialityhave become ever more present features of television programming. Information provisionon public service television has adapted to the changing media landscape by changing itsform, style and content in order to attract broader audiences and persuade the public to staytuned. According to Fetzer and Johansson (2008, n.p.), “political discourse in the media hasundergone a process of hybridization”, in which the formal practices of traditional politicalbroadcast talk are increasingly combined with discourse practices that are typical of otherforms of broadcast talk such as talk shows (e.g. Hutchby, 2006; Tolson, 2001, 2006). In newsand political programs, the content has broadened from purely political coverage and debate to include sports, human interest, hobbies, consumerism, etc. In an attempt to attractwider audiences, these programs are delivered in formats that tend to pay less attention toindepth content and background reporting, and more attention to the presentation andform of the political discussion – often highlighting conflict and competition (Brants, 1998).The imagined audiences are no longer perceived merely as a group of critical citizens, theyare also seen as including consumers requiring good qualitative and appealing content. Inthe programs that are shown, the extraordinary and the expert opinion have to make wayfor the stories and testimonies of “ordinary people”, “average Joe”, or “the man in thestreet” (Livingstone and Lunt, 1994). According to Murdock (1999, pp. 14, 15), this celebration of experience and the ordinary can be conceived as “the political economy of populism” and “new commercialism”.
While, generally, most European public service broadcasters have opted for “softer”political and news programs (Kleemans and Vettehen, 2009, p. 235), the (rather limited) literature on political television formats points out that it would be oversimplified to assumethat they have all evolved to infotainment and sensationalist program formats. In somecountries, such as Greece, the news and political programming on public service televisionare indeed increasingly characterised by personalisation and modernisation. In others, suchas France, however, one can recognise a rather opposite move as public service broadcastershave chosen to return to or maintain the traditional formats in which extended debate andserious news are central (Lits, 2005, p. 18). In Belgium, several studies on the public service
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broadcasters’ news programming strategies have shown – in line with the evolutionsalready mentioned above – that VRT tends to provide softer and more sensational newsthan RTBF (De Bens and Paulussen, 2005; Kleemans et al., 2008; Sinardet et al., 2004; Vanden Bulck and Sinardet, 2007).
THE LEGITIMACY OF POLITICAL TV JOURNALISM

Political television programs have been described as “a key moment in the politicalnews cycle” (McNair, 2000, p. 84) and “a fundamental act of contemporary journalism”(Schudson, 1994, p. 565). However, in the changing environment where information programs increasingly become entertainment products, the legitimacy of journalism is tested.Political journalists operating within political television programs have to cope with thetension between joining the general trend towards what has been called “conversationalisation” (Fairclough, 1995; Fetzer and Weizman, 2006), “informalisation” (Montgomery,2007), “entertainmentisation” (Karvonen, 2009) and “confrontainment” (LorenzoDus,2009), on the one hand, and complying with their role as critical political journalists, on theother. This has resulted in a shift from deferential and formal interviews with politicians, tointerviewing styles that are often either critical, highly adversarial and conflictoriented, orinformal, with therapeutic and lighthearted discourse styles (Hamo et al., 2010; Neveu,1999, 2002). In political interviews and television debates, the journalist becomes an evermore active player, holding politicians accountable by assuming not only the role of“tribune of the people”, but also that of “arbiter of truth”, on the basis of which it is seen aslegitimate to make farreaching evaluations of politicians’ utterances (Montgomery, 2007, p.216). Journalists no longer function merely “as reporters and analysts, but as participants in,and producers of what we all … experience as political reality” (McNair, 2000, p. ix). According to Turner (2005, p. 89), political television and current affairs programs often seek“to use the alibi of journalism’s democratic credentials while delivering a content that mostof the time deserves no special protection at all”. The combination of entertainment withpolitical discourse, together with the “marketization” of broadcast journalism (Thussu,2007, p. 1), and “the further mixing of information with drama, excitement, colour, and human interest in the topics, formats, and styles of most programmes” (Blumler andKavanagh, 1999, p. 218), are often seen as having detrimental effects on the functioning ofcontemporary broadcast journalism and on the media’s democratic and political role. Forothers, however, the idea of enhancing citizenship and stimulating political participationand involvement through infotainment genres has democratic potential (e.g. Brants, 1998;Jones, 2005; Street, 1997; van Zoonen, 2005). The result is a branch of literature with divergent viewpoints concerning the possibility of harmonising traditional journalistic and public service broadcasting values with the need to attract broad audiences. In the following,we empirically scrutinise, by means of a qualitative format analysis, how the Belgian publicservice broadcasters have tried to manage this complex balancing exercise in their 2009election broadcasts.
FORMAT ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL TELEVISION TALK

Given its public character, political broadcast talk is “a communicative interactionbetween those participating in discussion, interview, game show or whatever and, at thesame time, is designed to be heard by absent audiences” (Scannell, 1991, p. 1). Consequently, participants in political broadcast talk are engaged in two kinds of interaction(Burger, 2005; Fetzer, 2000; Fetzer and Johansson, 2007; Scannell, 1991): (1) a firstframe interaction in which the emphasis is on direct interaction between journalists and politicians,“communication réciproque” (mutual interaction) (Burger, 2005, p. 56); and (2) a secondframe interaction in which the engagement between journalists/politicians and the “over
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hearing audience” is central, “communication unilatérale” (oneway interaction) (Burger,2005, p. 56). At the level of the firstframe interactions, conversation analysts have studiedhow journalists and politicians render their interactions, roles and identities relevant at thelocal level (e.g. Clayman and Heritage, 2002; Emmertsen, 2007; Greatbatch, 1988).
While the interactions between journalists and politicians are an important factor inthis study, they are not our core focus. Political television debates, together with dynamicinterpersonal interactions, are also about editing procedures, format considerations andvisuals, which result in a particular staging or “miseenscène” (Charaudeau and Ghiglione,1997). This study focuses specifically on the format and contextual setting in which the studio interactions take place. Within the broad field of media studies, formatrelated aspectsof television have received remarkably little attention. According to Hansen et al. (1998, pp.190191), this is due to the takenforgrantedness of the visual dimensions in analyses ofmedia texts, and the traditional emphasis on language and interaction. In order to map theformat strategies used by the public broadcasters in their coverage of the 2009 regional andEuropean elections, the present study analyses the miseenscènes of the debates. Since themethodology of format analysis and genre analysis of (political) television programs is stillin its infancy (Hansen et al., 1998) and firm guidelines and working methods have yet to beestablished, we developed our own analytical framework to examine the Belgian public service broadcasters’ election coverage. The corpus consists of all VRT and RTBF election programs broadcast in the three weeks prior to the 2009 elections: Vlaanderen 09 (Flanders 09,one broadcast), Europa 09 (Europe 09, one broadcast), Het Groot Debat 09 (The Great Debate09, one broadcast), De Stemming 09 (The Vote 09, one broadcast), TerZake 09 (To the Point 09,a series of 15 broadcasts) and Het Kopstukkendebat 09 (The Leading Figures Debate 2009, onebroadcast) on VRT; and Huis Clos (In Camera, six broadcasts), Duel à la Une (Headline’sDuel, 18 broadcasts), Répondez @ Leurs Questions (Answer Their Questions, four broadcasts),Mise au Point (Clarification, two broadcasts) and Le Grand Débat des Présidents (The GreatLeaders’ Debate, one broadcast) on RTBF.
These preelection broadcasts are analysed in terms of participants, setting, programstructure, positioning, topics, use of technology and the use of preproduced materials (seefigure 1). Our main focus is on presentation strategies and format features, rather than onthe more technical elements such as camera positions, take lengths, editing processes, andlighting. Overall, three factors appear to be crucial for a comparison of VRT’s and RTBF’selection programs: (1) debate formats and the use of preproduced materials; (2) the representation of the public; and (3) the role of political television journalists. An indepth analysisof each of these factors provides a better understanding of the complexities and specificitiescharacterising the political television debates on VRT and RTBF.

DEBATE FORMATS AND THE USE OF PREPRODUCED MATERIALS
While extensive political debate and discussion of political viewpoints is central inVRT as well as RTBF election programs, there were some important differences as to howdebate is presented and performed. Both broadcasters have invested in (supposedly) appealing, modern and tight formats, but whilst the Flemish election programs were characterised by flashy and rapid formats and included alternations of short, sharp debates, theFrenchspeaking election debates were more sober and tended to revolve around extendedindepth debate and elaboration of politicians’ opinions.
The Flemish public service broadcaster’s 2009 election programs favoured alternationand variety. Its preelection broadcasts consisted of short, studiobased debates, with thesame or different combinations of the same politicians taking part. In Het Groot Debat 09, forinstance, eight leading politicians were invited to alternate in debates that lasted approxim
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ately ten minutes. The debates were facilitated by two political journalists and consisted ofthree politicians discussing a specific topic. Following this, other politicians were incited bya third journalist to comment on the debate. In contrast, the emphasis on alternation inTerZake 09 was based not so much on a series of short debates involving different politicians, as on the presence of an academic expert commentator, prearranged and onscreenvisualised topics and preproduced reportages. Three invited politicians debated three orfour topics, visualised onscreen and contextualised either by an academic expert who wasphysically present or by a threeminute preproduced reportage presenting the opinion ofan ‘ordinary citizen’ with a personal affiliation to the topic or of an expert from a relevantsocietal field. In the other VRT election campaign broadcasts (De Stemming 09, Europa 09,Vlaanderen 09), the debates were interspersed with a variety of “eyecatchers” such as musical interventions, expert evaluations, a tribunetest for politicians (figure 2) and a presentation of survey results (figure 3). In other words, while political debate was still the corefocus5, the television producers seemed to aim to keep the audience tuned in by avoidinglong, extended debates and adding entertainmentlike format elements throughout the programs.
RTBF’s programming put a heavier emphasis on extensive and detailed political debate6. Two main formatrelated differences from the Flemish broadcasts stand out: the absence of a studio audience; and the central position of the politicians’ argumentation. The
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Debate format ParticipantsSettingProgram structurePositioning of the studio audiencePositioning of the politiciansPositioning of the journalistsHow topics are introducedUse of technologyUse of preproduced format elements
Representationof the public Role of the studio audienceRepresentation of the public opinionand personal expertiseAudienceinvolvement

Role of thejournalists Role of political journalists in theoverall formatGeneral tasks
Figure 1: Overview of the analytical framework

Figure 2: A tribunetest for a politicianin De Stemming 09 Figure 3: A journalist’s presentation ofsurvey results in Vlaanderen 09



absence of a studio audience is discussed later in this article, but important to remark here isthat RTBF’s programming was largely produced within a “behind closed doors”format,designed to stimulate intimate and confessional talk among politicians that is steered andfacilitated by one or more political journalists (Amey, 2009). One program, Huis Clos, literally means “behind closed doors” or “in camera”: the program highlighted the centrality ofpoliticians’ views and excluded the journalist from the physical scene, appearing only as avirtual representation (cfr. figure 4 and 5). The facetoface discussion between two politicians was the centrepiece of the program.
This emphasis on indepth debate among politicians in RTBF’s election programscontrasts with the more entertainmentlike formats of Flemish programming. However, the

Figure 4 & 5: Facetoface format and physical absence of the journalist in HuisClos
Flemish and the Frenchspeaking election programs cannot simply be seen in terms of fast,alternating formats versus extended, classical debate formats. A move to more modern andappealing formats can also be identified in the Frenchspeaking programs. Whereas theVRT programs used appealing – in the sense of supposedly attracting broader audiences –formats by calling upon introductory or transitional intermezzo’s (in the form of expertcommentaries, poll result presentations, contextualising and problematising film reports,etc.), RTBF tended to invoke confrontational frames during the actual debate. The debateframe was often centred explicitly on provoking conflict, for instance, by imposing a gameframe (e.g. Duel à la Une, where debate was governed by the rules of the word gameScrabble (figure 6)) or a sportsframe (e.g. Huis Clos, where politicians were allowed tospeak for a certain length of time measured by a stopwatch shown on screen (figure 7)).

AUDIENCE INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICAL TELEVISION DEBATES: SPECTATOR, PLAYER, OR CITIZEN?

Figure 6: Scrabbledebate in Duel à laUne Figure 7: Sportslike timing countdownmeasuring speaking time in Huis Clos
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Within public service broadcasting institutions, portraying the public as coplayers orperformers in television programs has become the norm and can be seen as both an attemptto involve and represent “citizens” in the public sphere, and as a strategy to engage viewers(Enli, 2008; Syvertsen, 2004). As Syvertsen (2004) states somewhat pessimistically, “the mainfocus is on turning viewers into customers or using participants in order to gain large audiences” (p. 373, emphasis in original). The program formats of the Belgian public servicebroadcasters prioritise the portrayal of the public in their election programs. Both the Flemish and Frenchspeaking public service broadcasters seem to support a participatory idea ofdemocracy and largely let “people set the agenda” (Strömback, 2005, p. 340) for their televised election debates, although with important differences at the levels of representationand involvement. All the VRT election programs had a studio audience whose role wasrather passive – one of ‘being there’, of being spectators to the ongoing debates, applaudingor laughing when required7. The introduction to the program Het Groot Debat 09 made thisspectatorrole explicit, with the audience welcoming the politicians as if they were boxers orgladiators entering the arena. The host introduces the participating politicians in a theatricalway, then the politicians make their way to the stage, walking between ranks of audiencemembers who offer encouragement in the form of loud applause and handshakes (figure 8).

Only in the onetime episode of Vlaanderen 09 did a journalist address and interviewsome members of the studio audience who were then allowed to offer their opinion on the

Figure 8: Entrance of a politician in thestudio of Het Groot Debat 09
topic. In this program, the studio audience acted mainly as “contextualisers” for the subsequent debate, relating what was often a strictly political and prearranged topic to theirpersonal experience. This emphasis on accentuating the direct relevance of a topic forpeople’s everyday lives could be found in most of VRT’s programs, and is possibly used asa way to attract viewers’ attention. The short reportages that set the context for a subsequent debate’s topic (e.g. TerZake 09, Europa 09) often represented laypeople directly affected by or affiliated with the topic. While the role of the studio audience in VRT’stelevision debates is quite restricted and passive, the “ordinary man” was all the more represented in preproduced reportages. Many of the VRT debates were preceded by a short(approximately three minutes) filmed report of a real citizen, whose story provides contextfor the debate. For instance, in an episode of TerZake 09, a debate among three leftwingpoliticians on early retirement was preceded by a short film report of a 55year old trainconductor who has worked hard all his life and wants to retire (figures 9 and 10). In the ensuing debate, the two journalists used this reportage as the starting point to open the debateand to try to get the politicians to take a position on this man’s situation.

The Flemish 2009 election campaign broadcasts paid ample attention to the ordinarycivilian and personal opinion in their formats. This “audienceaspartoftheformat” framewas far less common in the Frenchspeaking programs; the public was cast in the role of cit



izens who are expected to participate actively in public debate and set the agenda. With theexception of Répondez @ Leurs Questions, the RTBF programs did not have a studio audience. Also, in contrast to the Flemish election programs in which the topics under discussion were to a large extent preplanned and decided on by the production team (cf. theonscreen presentation of topics, film reports, expert’s introducing contributions), the viewers of the Frenchspeaking programs were much more directly involved in the interactionaland topical development of the broadcasts. In Répondez @ Leurs Questions, which focusedentirely on citizen representation, two members of the public were given journalistic statusand acted as cointerviewers, actively participating in the studio discussion by asking questions, interrupting the politicians and urging them to take responsibility. In this context,Fetzer and Johansson (2008, n.p.) speak of a “temporarily professional public discourseidentity” in which audience members are given the legitimacy to take on the role of a professional interviewer.
However, this role of citizenasjournalist may not be as valuable or as authentic as itmay appear at first sight: the professional political journalist in the program introduces thecitizens’ questions and accounts, implying he or she knows what they will say. WhetherRTBF’s formats of involvement are, then, more “democratic” than VRT’s more orchestratedways of involving the public as part of the format, is another matter. The active participation of the audience in the RTBF studio settings, either as cointerviewers or as opinionmakers via email, SMS, or phoneins, may as well be orchestrated and chosen selectively bythe journalists to reinforce their own journalistic legitimacy. As will be explored below, thepresence and concrete representation of “a” public opinion, in whatever form, can bolsterthe journalists’ control and position in the interaction since it allows reference to “thepeople”, “this man”, or “this concrete case” in order to hold the politicians responsible andforce them to respond to difficult questions.

THE ROLE OF POLITICAL JOURNALISTS
In contemporary political television, the traditional conception of a political television debate in which politicians interact under the moderation and control of a politicaljournalist clearly is no longer the only form. “Ordinary people” and experts, for instance,have been increasingly legitimised to vent their opinions, make evaluations, hold the political field responsible and pose critical questions to politicians (Neveu, 1999, 2002). Ofcourse, this situation has important repercussions for the role, position and legitimacy of thepolitical television journalists working within this context. While, traditionally, it was theexclusive domain of political journalists to ask questions, to charge politicians in front of anoverhearing audience, to set the agenda and frame the politician’s contributions, some ofthis legitimacy has been yielded to laypeople and experts, both of whom have gradually assumed an important actor status. Our analysis shows that format strategies and approachesto audience involvement can have a crucial influence on how political journalists behave,

Figure 9 & 10: Film report of a train conductor before a debate in TerZake 09
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what they are expected to do and how they address politicians.
As described earlier, the Flemish public service television election programs weremore tightly formatted by using alternation, making extended use of preproduced materials and including nondebate frames than the Frenchspeaking programs. As a result, thejournalists hosting the VRT programs needed to be able to deal with these segmentedformats and ensure a smooth flow through the use of skilful transitions between the directstudio interactions and the preproduced format elements. This adds to the complexity ofthe journalists’ role in the VRT programs since they are responsible both for moderating thedebate and questioning the politicians, and for ensuring a smooth “ribbon of broadcasting”(Goffman, 1981, p. 262). In some programs (Europa 09, Het Groot Debat 09, Vlaanderen 09),this complex roleplay is managed by dividing roles among several journalists. For instance,one journalist introduces an upcoming preproduced reportage and another moderates thedebate and controls the questions. In the more traditional debate formats on RTBF, therewas less need for such a distribution of roles among journalists. The only occasion whenthey shifted from the debate to other format elements was to introduce questions sent in byviewers, or to switch the focus to a reporter in a callcentre. In one program series (HuisClos), the role of the journalist was strongly played down: she did not appear in the physicalstudio setting at all (see figure 5). This physical absence of the journalist seems to point tothe broadcaster’s intention to reduce the journalist’s control over the interaction and highlight the facetoface debate between two politicians. However, although the journalist inthis example can no longer steer the debate directly, she can still intervene at any time in thedebate.
Both the Flemish and Frenchspeaking political television journalists need to demonstrate their competence as media professionals, and their skill in handling and putting intopractice continuously demanding format requirements (see Carpentier, 2005). As Ytreberg(2004, pp. 684685, emphasis in original) states, the journalist “in many ways is the format”in that he or she needs to put the format requirements into practice in the local developmentof the program. Although Neveu (1999, pp. 404, 403) claims that this leads to a “delegitimization of political journalists” because “their pretensions to be the translators of the public’sworries and concerns” are considerably weakened certainly makes sense, we are not convinced that this necessarily leads to a loss of power for the journalists (see also De Smedtand Vandenbrande, 2011; Kroon Lundell, 2009, p. 186). In our view, the embodiment of“public opinion” in real people through their representation in film reports, their questionsvia email, SMS, or phoneins, or their direct participation in political television debates,opens up possibilities for the journalists to uphold their traditional public service ethos,rather than weakening it. For instance, reference to real people who are visually represented, and to their real life stories when posing a complex question to a politician, reduces therisk that the journalist will be criticised for exceeding the boundaries of neutrality or for being adversarial. The political journalist can hold politicians more directly accountable andpress for a direct answer if they can confront them with the case of a real person or bypointing to a member of a physically present audience. This enables the journalists to protect and defend their status as political journalists. On the basis of the present analysis, itwould seem that political television journalists are facing a new test, which is to cope with arepartition and revision of traditional political journalist roles while demonstrating theirskills as media professionals able to participate in good and appealing television (see DeSmedt and Vandenbrande, 2011).
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article has provided an overview of the presentation and format strategies usedby the Belgian public service broadcasters, VRT and RTBF, in their coverage of the 2009European and regional election campaign. Both broadcasters were shown to have adoptedthe general international tendencies in election coverage and political broadcasting, such asthe incorporation of neotelevisual features and hybrid program formats, in which traditional stylistic boundaries are no longer valid. While the qualitative format analysis showedthat both VRT and RTBF made use of modern and supposedly appealing formats for their2009 preelection broadcasts, we identified a number of differences at the levels of programformats, representation of the public and the role repertoire of journalists. The analysisshowed that flashy formats, fastpaced debate and alternation constituted the core production features of the VRT preelection programs. In these formats, the public is positionedmostly as a studio audience, as “spectators” at a performance, or as “players” voicing theireveryday concerns in short preproduced reportages. As a result of these demanding formatrequirements, the journalists hosting the VRT programs are obliged to act as critical politicaljournalists and moderators of the debate, while also demonstrating their skills as competentmedia professionals, able to make good television programs and effectuate the preproduced format frames. In the case of RTBF, extended debate, game or sportslike elementsand audience participation played a central role in the formats. As the RTBF programsstrongly emphasised political debate and involved the public more actively in the programs’ interactional development, the journalists tended to be facilitators of public debate,allowing the public to vent its concerns directly to the politicians and centralising the politicians’ contributions.
These differences presumably reflect the specific historical context and evolution ofthese broadcasters. The fact that RTBF’s election coverage is based more strongly on traditional debate formats than the VRT coverage, reflects the tendency for RTBF to uphold amore traditional conception of public service broadcasting and for VRT to go follow marketrelated and economic imperatives. To what extent and through which mechanisms the differences between VRT and RTBF election programs effectively are a result of historicallydeveloped differences regarding the political and media contexts – including the ideasabout what politics is and should be and what role the public broadcaster has to play in it –of Flemish and Francophone Belgium cannot be answered unequivocally on the basis of ouranalysis. Therefore, a historical analysis would be useful, as it would enable claims abouthow election programming has evolved over time in terms of format, approach to the public and the roles and expectations of political television journalists.
In academic literature (and in public debate) there has been significant criticism ofthe developments in current affairs and political programming, denouncing its hybridformats and its celebration of form at the expense of not only content, but also of goodjournalism and decent public service broadcasting (e.g. Thussu, 2007; Turner, 2005). Thepresent study has indicated that broadcasters indeed seem to put high value on form andstyle in their political programming. However, it is by no means clear how this needs to beevaluated in terms of democratic, journalistic and public service broadcasting values. Onthe one hand, VRT’s heavy reliance on portraying “ordinary people” and RTBF’s strongstimulation of political participation through interactivity can be positively evaluated froma democratic point of view, as politicians are extensively confronted with and held directlyaccountable through the citizenry’s viewpoints. On the other hand, however, critical questions could be raised about public service broadcasters’ use of stringent program formatsfor political content, as was particularly the case in VRT’s election broadcasts. In a criticalreading, the performed discussions and interactions could be perceived as nothing more
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than a semblance of authentic debate, behind which a powerful production team is operating, steering the content and programs’ development through the use of numerous preplanned and prescripted features.
ENDNOTES

1 On 7 June 2009, coincidently with the European elections, Belgium held regionalelections, i.e. elections for the governments of the Flemish Region and the FlemishCommunity, the Walloon Region and the French Community, BrusselsCapital Region and the Germanspeaking Community. While regional issues predominantlyovershadowed the public service broadcasters’ preelection coverage, some debatesor programs were explicitly centred on European matters.
2 In 1977, BRF (Belgischer Rundfunk), a public service broadcaster for the much smaller Germanspeaking Community, was founded. Since this broadcaster is quite marginal in the Belgian audiovisual landscape, we focus only on the broadcasters of theFlemish and French Communities.
3 Belgium, roughly speaking, is divided in three linguistic Communities dealing withsocalled ‘personal’ matters (the Dutchspeaking Flemish Community, the FrenchCommunity and the Germanspeaking Community) and three Regions dealing witheconomic matters (the Flemish Region, the Walloon Region and the BrusselsCapitalRegion). The linguistic Communities are tied to a territory. The Flemish Communityhas jurisdiction over Flanders and cojurisdiction with the French Community overBrussels. The French Community has jurisdiction over Wallonia and cojurisdictionwith the Flemish Community over Brussels.
4 The Belgische Radio en Televisieomroep (Belgian Radio and Television broadcaster(BRT)), later Belgische Radio en Televisie Nederlandse uitzendingen (BRTN), andnow Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroep (Flemish Radio and Television broadcaster(VRT)) serves the Flemish Community and RadioTélévision Belge (Belgian Radioand Television (RTB)), and later RadioTélévision Belge de la Communauté française(Belgian RadioTelevision of the French Community (RTBF)) serves the French Community.
5 A supplementary and limited quantitative analysis shows that in the Flemish electionprograms, 60.5% of the total broadcasting time is devoted to political debate.
6 The quantitative count shows an average of 92.7% of debate time in the RTBF programs.
7 In some VRT broadcasts, the audience warmup is portrayed onscreen.
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